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6.2 The Fourier transform of 15±(m2+P) 
The distributions 15±(m2 + P) were defined in section 3, viz.: 
(3.15) (15+(m2+P), ~(k))=l f (:ae2+m2)-i :ae2 ~(:ae, +Vx2+m2)d:ae 
0 
and 
(3.16) (15-(m2+P), ~(k))=l f (:ae2+m2)-t :ae2~:ae, -Vx2+m2)d:ae 
0 
with 
Hence the distribution 15+(m2+P) is concentrated on the upper sheet of 
the hyperboloid m2 + P = 0 and vanishes for ko < m, whereas the distribution 
15-(m2+P) is concentrated on the lower sheet of this hyperboloid and 
vanishes for ko > - m. 
The distribution 15(m2+P) is the sum of these distributions and the 
latter are the result of the unique splitting of 15(m2+P) into its positive 
and negative "frequency" parts. 
We consider now the Fourier transform of 15(m2+P) and we put 
F[l5(m2+P)]=X(xi. x2, xa, xo). 
Let it be possible to make a Hilbert splitting of the distribution 
X(x~, x2, xa, xo) as follows: 
X(x1.x2,xa,xo)= lim XI(XI,X2,Xa,xo+iyo)+ lim X2(x~,x2,xa,xo+iyo) 
1/o-+ +O 'Yo-+ -0 
where the limits are taken in the distributional sense and where 
X1(x1. x2, xa, xo+iyo) is a holomorphic function in the upper halfplane of 
the xo+iyo plane and X2(x1. x2, xa, xo+iyo) is a holomorphic function in 
the lower half of this plane. 
Moreover, we assume that X1 and X2 satisfye the conditions of the 
lemma with n=3. 
From the lemma it follows that F-1[ lim XI] is a distribution vanishing 
'Yo--++0 
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.for ko<O and F-1[ lim X2] is a distribution vanishing for ko>O. Since 
Yo~-o 
F-1[ lim X1 + lim X 2] = Cl(m2+P), the distribution F-1[ lim X1] 
Yo->- -fO Yo->- -0 Yo->- -fO 
is concentrated on the upper sheet of the hyperboloid and the plane 
ko= 0, whereas F-1[ lim X2] is concentrated on the lower sheet of the 
vo~-o 
hyperboloid and the plane ko = 0. 
When we succeed in making a Hilbert splitting of X(x1, x2, xa, xo), which 
satisfies the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation, such that lim X1 
Yo->-+0 
and lim X 2 satisfye also the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation, the 
1/o----+--0 
part of the distributions F-1[ lim XI] and F-[[ lim X2] which is 
'Yo----+-+0 1/o---7>- -0 
concentrated on the plane ko = 0 does not occur, since a distribution con-
centrated on the plane ko=O cannot satisfye the equation (k2-m2) f=O. 
Any Hilbert splitting is unique apart from a polynomial and we wish 
to make such a Hilbert splitting that this polynomial does not occur. 
Since the splitting of Cl(m2+P) in its positive and negative frequency 
parts is unique, we have obtained the results 
Cl+(m2+P)=F-1 lim/X1 and Cl-(m2+P)=F-1 lim X 2 or 
Yo->- -fO Yo->- -0 
F[Cl+(m2+P)] = lim X1 and F[Cl(m2+P)] = lim X 2. 
Yo->-+0 Yo->- -0 
Hence to obtain the Fourier transforms of Cl+(m2+P) and Cl-(m2+P) we 
have to make a Hilbert splitting of the distribution X(x1, x2, x3, x0) into 
two holomorphic functions with the above mentioned properties. 
In chapter 5 we have shown that the distribution X(x1, x2, xa, xo) can 
be written as: 
(5.19) Kl(mQi) X(r, x0) = F[Cl(m2+P)] = 4nm Ql for r> Jx0 J 
and 
where 
(5.12) 
We consider now the complex Zo-plane with Zo=xo+iyo. 
Since Q! has a cut along the negative Q-axis of the complexe Q-plane, 
we have to introduce two cuts along the real axis of the zo plane, viz.: 
·Xo>r and xo< -r. 
We denote the function Q with zo instead of x0 by 
(6.1) 
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Since the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Bessel function K 1(z) is 
given by 
(6.2) K1(z) ,...._, (!n/z)+t e-z 
it is clear that 
X( ) _ 4 K1 [m{Q(r, z0)}l] 
r, zo - nm {Q(r, zo)}t 
is holomorphic in the whole strip /xo/ <r of the z0 plane. 
Hence for /xo/ < r we have: 
(6.3) K1[m{Q(r, z0)}!] X1(r, zo) = X2(r, zo) = 2nm {Q(r, zo)}t 
We continue now the function X1(r, zo) analytically to the regions 
xo>r, yo>O and xo< -r, yo>O, while the function X 2(r, z0 ) is continued 
analytically to the regions xo>r, yo<O and xo< -r, yo<O. 
Using the relations: 
(6.4) { K1(z e1<~12l) =- !nH1 <2> (z) 
K1(z e-•<n!Zl) = -tnH1<1> (z) 
and remembering the asymptotic formulae: 
(6.5) { H1<1>(z) ,...._, (!nz)-! e-:!n eiz. for -n<arg z< +2n 
H 1<2>(z) ,...._, (!nz)-! e+•!n e-'z for -2n<arg z< +n 
we find that the analytical continuations of X 1(r, z0) are: 
( 
H1<1>[m{e+"1Q(r, zo)}!J. . 
X1(r, zo) = -n2m Q(r,zo)l m the regwn xo>r, y0 >0 
(6.6) and 
H1<2>[m{e-niQ(r, zo)}!J. . 
X1(r, z0 ) = -n2m Q( )! m the regwn xo< -r,yo> 0 
r,zo 
while those of X2(r, zo) are 
( 
H1<2>[m{e-1"Q(r, zo)}1]. . 
X 2(r, zo) = -n2m Q( )l m the regwn xo>r, Yo<O 
r, zo 
(6.7) and 
H1<1>[m{e+"1Q(r, zo)}!J. . 
X2(r, zo) = -n2m Q(r, zo)! m theregwnxo< -r,yo< 0. 
It can be shown that the functions X1(r, zo) and X2(r, zo) satisfy the con-
ditions of the lemma; in particular the existence of the distributional 
limits for y0 -+ ± 0 will become clear, when in the following these limits 
are actually calculated. 
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Taking the limit for yo -+ + 0 respectively yo -+ - 0 we obtain with 
Q = r2- x02 = x12 + x22 + X32- xo2 the results: 
. K1(mQl) 
hm X1(r, zo) = 2nm Ql for lxol < r, 
'1/o-++O 
i.e. outside the light cone 
. . Hl<l>{m( -Q)l} 
(6.8) 11.~~ 0 X1(r, zo) = - m 2m ( _ Q)l for x0 > r, 
i.e. inside the forward I.e. 
. . H1<2>{m(-Q)l} 
hm X 1(r,zo)= +m2m (-Q)i for xo< -r, 
Vo~+O 
i.e. inside the backward I.e. 
I. X ( ) Kl(mQl) -" I I . 'd h I 1m 2 r, zo =2nm Ql .tor Xo <r, I.e. outs1 e t e .c. 
'Yo-+ -0 
(6.9) 
. . 2 H1<2>{m(-Q)l} 
bm X2(r, zo) = +m m ( -Q)l for Xo>r, 
1/o-+ -0 
i.e. inside the forward I.e. 
. . Hl<l>{m( -Q)l} 
hm X 2(r, zo) = -m2m ( -Q)! for Xo< -r, 
'1/o-+ -0 
i.e. inside the backward I.e. 
The whole situation is illustrated in figure 2. 
. 2 H 1<2>{m(-Q)l} 
+mm ·(-Q)I 
. H 1<t>{m( -Q)I} 
-1nZm l (-Q)! 
yo 
2mnK1 (mQI) 
Q! 
Fig. 2 
-in2mH1<l>{m( -Q)I} 
(-Q)l 
+in2mH1C2l{m( -Q)I} 
(-Q)l 
It can be verified without difficulty that lim xl and lim x2 
'1/o-++0 '1/o__,. -0 
satisfy the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation and hence we can 
conclude: 
(6.10) F[c5+(m2+P)]= lim X1(r, zo) 
'1/o-++O 
.and 
F[c5-(m2+P)]= lim X 2(r, zo). 
1/o-+-0 
The behaviour of the distribution F[r5±(m2+P)] in the neighbourhood 
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of the lightcone can be obtained by expanding the right hand side of 
(6.3) for small values of [Q(r, zo)[. 
It follows from formula (6.3) that we have for small values of [Q(r, zo)[ 
l 
X1(r, zo)=X2(r, zo)=2nQ( ) +O{log [Q(r, zo)[}= 
r, zo 
2n 
2 ( . )2 +0 (log [Q[). 
r - xo+IYo 
Hence: 
(6.11) F[o+(m2+ P)] = lim 2 ( 2n . )2 +0 (log [Q[) Yo-> +Or - Xo +I Yo 
and 
(6.12) F[o-(m2+P)] = lim 2 ( 2n . )2 +0 (log [Q[). 
u,--> -or - xo+lYo 
The reduction of the right hand sides of (6.11) and (6.12) can be carried 
out as follows : 
l . 2n 2 1. () [ 1 l r+ (x0 +iyo)J 1m = n 1m - - og = 
v,-->+0 r2- (xo+iyo)2 Yo-->+o bxo 2r r- (xo+iyo) 
(16.3) = 2n~ lim _.!._[log r+ (xo+~yo)J = 
bxov, ..... +o 2r r-(xo+Iyo) 
= 2n~ [_!_log] r + Xo J +in {1-8(r2-x02)}] . bxo 2r r- xo 2r 
By aid of partial integration it can be shown, that 
(6.14) () 1 1 lr+xol 1 bxo 2r og r- xo = r 2 - xo2 
where (1/(r2-x02), 9?(x)) has to be considered as a principal value 
of Cauchy. 
By aid of the chain-rule one has the formula: 
(6.15) 
Substitution of (6.14) and (6.15) into (6.13) yields: 
and we obtain in the same way 
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Hence the behaviour of the distributions F[t5±(m2+P)] can finally be 
expressed as: 
(6.18) ( F[t:5±(m2 +P)] = r2 .:_nxo2 ± 2in2t:5+(r2-xo2) =f 
=t= 2in2t:5-(r2-x02)+0 (log Jr2-x021), 
Collecting the results (6.8), (6.9) and (6.18) we may write: 
and 
7. THE SOLUTIONS OF THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION 
7.1 The solutions of the homogeneous equation 
It has been shown in section 3 that the general Lorentz invariant 
solution of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation can be written as: 
Putting 
(7.2) 
and 
(7.3) 
we can also write 
(7.4) 
According to equation (3.9) the distribution L1±(x) satisfies the relation 
(7.5) 
It follows from section (6.2) that the introduced holomorphic functions 
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X1(r, zo) and X2(r, zo) are related to each other by 
and hence 
X1(r, +zo) =X2(r, -zo) 
X1(r, xo+iO)=X2(r, -xo-iO). 
From this and equation (7.5) it is deduced that: 
L1+(x1, x2, X3, +xo) =- (2~)3 X1(r, -xo+iO) = 
=- (2~)3 X2(r, +xo-iO) =- (2~)3 F[cL(k2-m2)] 
and in the same way: 
and so we have: 
Applying the results (6.19) and (6.20) we obtain the formulae: 
and 
l l 
L1-(x) =- 4n ~+ (R2) + 4n ~-(R2) + 
+0(R2) m { O(xo) Hl<l>(m R)- 0( -xo) H1<2>(m R)} + (7.7) Sn R R 
with 
+O( -R2) im K1(mV-R2) 
4n2 V-R2 
(7.8) R2=xo2-x12-x22-x32=xo2-r2 and R= +Vxo2 -r2• 
Other important solutions of the homogeneous differential equation are the 
solutions L1(x) and L1(1>(x), which are respectively uneven and even. 
They are defined as : 
(7.9) L1(x)=L1+(x)+L1-(x) and L1<1>(x)=i{L1+(x)-L1-(x)}. 
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By aid of the well known relations 
(7.10) { H1<1>(z)+H1<2>(z)=2J1(z) 
H1 <1>(z) -H1 <2>(z) = 2iY1(z) 
and 
it follows immediately from the formulae (7.6) and (7.7), that 
{ 
1 1 
Ll (x) = - 2n 15+(R2) + 2n 15-(R2) + 
(7·11 ) m J1(m R) J!(m R) 
+6(R2) 4n { O(xo) R - 6( -xo) R } 
and 
(7.12) 
..... 
7.2 The propagator function Ll(x, xo) 
The function Ll(x), which is called the Pauli-Jordan function, has the 
important property that it according to (7.11} vanishes outside the 
lightcone. 
We consider now Ll(x) as a distribution in the space variables X1, x2, xa, 
while the time xo is taken as a parameter. We take only positive values 
for xo. ..... 
This distribution is denoted by Ll (x, xo). 
..... 1 m J1(mVxo2-r2) Ll (x, xo) = - - 15(xo2- r 2) + O(x02- r2)- . 2n 4n Vx02_ r2 (7 .13} 
Since by virtue of (2.19} and (2.20) the differentiation of the right hand 
side of (7.13} to xo is formally the same whether Xo is variable or a para-
..... 
meter, the three dimensional distribution Ll(x, xo) with parameter x0 
satisfies also the Klein-Gordon equation which we write in the form: 
(7.14) b2 ..... ( b2 b2 1 b2 ) -~LI(x, xo)= ~ + ~ +-~ -m2 Ll(x, xo). 
uXo UXl uX2 ·l uXa 
-+ 
By aid of (2.8) it is clear, that lim Ll(x, xo)=O and so we write 
Xo-++0 
-+ 
(7.15) Ll(x, 0)=0. 
Since the order of the processes of differentiation and taking a limit is 
not essential for distributions we have also 
. b2 ..... ( b2 b2 b2 ) . -+ lim ~LI(x, xo)= ~ + ~ + ~ -m2 lim Ll(x, xo) = 0 
x0 -+ +O UXO UXl UX2 uXa x,-+ +O 
37 Series A 
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and hence 
(7.16) Li"(;, 0)=0. 
--+ 
To investigate lim oj(oxo) Ll(x, xo) we write according to the chain-
rule (2.20): 
(7 .17) 
Expanding 
h(mVxo2-r2 ) 
Vxo2-r2 
to a power series of (x02-r2) and using the relation Po(P)=O and the 
formula (2.8), it is evident that the second and third term of the 
right hand side of (7 .17) vanish; hence 
(7.18) lim ~LI(;, xo) =- .!._ lim [x0o<l>(x02-r2)] 
x,-+ +O 0 Xo :rc x0 -+ +O 
By aid of (2.18) we may write: 
and therefore lim (x0(J<l>(x02-r2), ({l)=mp(O, 0, 0) and consequently 
Xo----+ +O 
(7.19) 
--+ 
Hence lim ofoxo Ll (x, xo) = - o(xl, X2, xa) or 
• --+ 
(7.20) Ll (x, 0) = - o(x). 
--+ 
By virtue of the properties (7.15), (7.16) and (7.20) the solution ({lo(x, xo) 
of the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation with the initial conditions 
(7 .21) 
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can be written as: 
(7 .22) cpo(x, xo) =- [Ll(x, xo) * g(x) +Li(;, xo) * f(x)] 
where the convolution-products have to be taken with respect to three 
---+ 
variables x1, x2 and X3. Due to the representation of the function cpo(x, xo) 
~ 
in the form (7 .22), the distribution Ll (x, x0 ) is called a propagator-function. 
7.3 The solutions of the inhomogeneous equation 
We have shown in section 3 that the general Lorentz-invariant solution 
of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation (1.3) can be written as: 
(7.23) (g(x1, xz, X3, xo) = F*-1 [ mz ~ k2J +c+F*-l[o+(kZ -m2)] + 
c_F* -1 ( O-(k2- m2) ]. 
Special solutions are obtained by taking the following values of c+ and C-. 
1e C+=C-=0 
The solution g(x) is now denoted by Ll(x) and we obtain according to 
formula (3.9) 
- 1 [ 1 J Ll(x1, Xz, X3, -xo)= (2n)4 F mz- kZ . 
Applying the result ( 5.26) we obtain: 
and since this distribution is even in x0 , we have the result 
(7 .24) 
This distribution has its support within and on the forward and backward 
lightcone' and vanishes outside the cone. 
2e c+=C-=ni 
We denote g(x) by Llc(x) and we obtain: 
(7.25) Llc(x),=F*-1[mz~k2 +nio(m2-k2)] = F*-l[m2 -~2 -i0} 
By aid of section 7.1, formulae (7.2), (7.3) and (7.9), we may write: 
Ll c(x) = Ll(x)- -!(LI +(x)- LJ-(x)) = Ll(x) +-!iLl (1>(x). 
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Using the formulae (7.12) and (7.24) the result becomes: 
3e c+=C-= -in 
g(x) is denoted by LlAc(x) and we obtain: 
In the same way as in the foregoing case we write 
LlAc(x) = Lf(x) + t(Ll +(x)- LJ-(x)) = Lf(x)- tiLl <1>(x). 
Using again (7.12) and (7.24), we get the result: 
4e c+= -C-= +in 
g(x) is denoted by LlR(x) and we obtain: 
(7 .29) 
or by aid of (7.2), (7.3) and (7.9) 
LlR(x) = Lf(x)- !(Ll +(x) + LJ-(x)) = Lf(x)- !Ll (x). 
Using now (7.11) and (7.24), the result becomes: 
(7.30) 2n 4n R for Xo>O ( LlR(x) = _..!:__ o+(R2)- m O(R2)J
1(m R) 
LlR(X)=O for Xo<O. 
5e c+= -C-= -in 
g( x) is denoted by L1 A ( x) and we obtain: 
(7.31) 
or 
LlA(x) = F*-1 [ 1 - ino+(mz- k2) +ino-(m2- k2)J 
m2-k2 
LlA(x) = Lf(x) + tLJ (x). 
Using again (7.11) and (7.24), we get the result: 
(7 .32) (
LlA(x)=O for Xo>O 
1 m J1(mR) 
LlA(x) = 2n O-(R2)- 4n O(R2) R for x0 < 0. 
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From these results it follows immediately that Lf(x) has its support 
within and on the lightcone, LIR(x) within and on the forward lightcone 
and LIA(x) within and on the backward lightcone, whereas the supports 
of Llc(x) and LIAc(x) have no boundaries at all. 
The following relations are verified easily: 
(7.33) { Llc(x)= { -LJ+(x) for Xo>O 
LJ-(x) for xo<O 
(7 .34) { LIR(x) = { - Ll (x) for Xo > 0 
0 for xo<O 
LIAc(x)= { -LJ-(x) for Xo>O 
Ll +(x) for xo < 0 
LIA(X)= { 0 for xo>O 
Ll(x) for xo<O 
(7.35) 
(7.36) 
2.2f(x) = LIR(x) + LIA(x) =Lic(x) + LIAc(x) 
iLl (l>(x) = LJ-(x)- Ll +(x) =LI c(x) -LIAc(x). 
From the formulae (7.25), (7.27), (7.29) and (7.31) follow useful and 
interesting relations for the positive and negative frequency parts of 
the distributions Llc(x), LIAc(x), LIR(x) and LIA(x). Denoting them by 
Llc+(x), Llc-(x) etc., we have: 
(7.37) { Llc+(x) =LIR+(x) 
LIAc+(x) = LJA+(x) 
, Llc-(x) =LI[(x) 
, LIAc-(x) =LI[(x). 
The distributions LIR(x) and LIA(x) are called the retarded and advanced 
Green's functions; the distributions Llc(x) and LIAc(x) the causal and 
the anti-causal Green's functions. 
In conclusion we consider once more the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation 
(7.39) (D -m2)q?(x) = -j(x). 
The Lorentz-invariant solution of this equation can be represented in 
many ways, e.g.: 
(7.40) 
where we may write instead of tX : R, A, 0, AC; the convolution-product 
is taken with respect to all variables x1, x2, xa and xo. 
Taking tX=R the function IJ?R(x) is the potential of the incoming field, 
whereas for tX=A the function IJ?A(x) is the potential of the outgoing field. 
Taking tX=C it can be shown by aid of (7.37) that q?c(x) is the sum of 
the positive frequency part of the potential of the incoming field and 
the negative frequency part of the potential of the outgoing field. 
For tX=AC the potential I]?Ac(x) is the sum of the negative frequency 
part of the potential of the incoming field and the positive frequency 
part of the potential of the outgoing field. 
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For these and many other interesting physical considerations the 
reader is referred to lit. 3 and 15. 
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